Fig. 202 Smooth Bore Base Plate Mount - Part Number Configurator

**Base Plate Mount Plate**
Base Plate Mount Fig 202 = B

**Style**
Smooth Bore Block Style = SB

**Hardware Material**
304 Stainless Steel = T
316 Stainless Steel = X
Electro-zinc plated carbon = Z

**Hardware Group Size**
Group 3 Hardware Size Tube OD and Pipe sizes ranging from 0.25” to 1” = 3
Group 6 Hardware Size Tube OD and Pipe sizes ranging from 0.25” to 2” = 6
Group 7 Hardware Size Tube OD and Pipe sizes ranging from 2” to 3.50” = 7
Group 7A Hardware Size 4 Tube OD size = 7A
Group 8 Hardware Size Tube OD and Pipe sizes ranging from 6” to 6.625” = 8

**Thermal Expansion Guide (optional)**
- TEG = Thermal Expansion Guide

**Plastic Insert Material**
Pp: = Polypropylene, Blue (available in Groups 1-7A)
Sp: = Santoprene, Beige (available in Groups 1-8)
Ht: = HDPE, White (Group 8)
Ht: = Vekton, Black (available in Groups 8 & 9)

**Tube or Pipe Size**
"D" Dimension
For sizing refer to "D" column on dimensional chart apply the number in column without the decimal

**Examples of column "D" translation:**
- 1/4" Tube = 025
- 3/4" Pipe = 1050
- 1" Pipe = 1315
- 2" Pipe = 2375
- 4" Tube = 400